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name: rock
genre: inorganic
living: no
intelligent: no
conscious: no

name: Lucky
genre: animal
living: yes
intelligent: enough
conscious: yes

name: Rick
genre: human
living: yes
intelligent: ?
conscious: yes

name: Buck
genre: artificial
living: no
intelligent: a little
conscious: not yet

A machine is just a machine ...
and yet ... are human beings anything
but biological machines?
Will we ever be able to replicate
our most intimate essence,
namely consciousness,
into a machine?

will the biological brain
ever be able to create
an artificial brain with a mind?
will a machine ever be
conscious?

first, let me ask.
isn’t it necessary
to be alive in order
to be conscious?
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IN XV century, only
birds could fly.
Yet I devised
flying machines. I don’t
see why consciousness
ought to be
different!

After all, we create
artefacts that
replicate most biological
functions, from neurons
to movement, from computation to flight ...

am
I out of
place? I like
to be here!
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I’m
conscious
and sentient
but not
because
I am alive!
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i AM NEITHER
ALIVE NOR DEAD,
YET i FUNCTION,
DO i FEEL, TOO?

in 2001, at the Cold Spring Harbor summer
school, many leading scientists declared
that no known law of nature forbids
a machine from being conscious

I am
alive,
i THINK,
and ...
i feel!
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in fiction it has been a platitude
that, as soon as, an artificial creature
becomes intelligent and autonomous, it also becomes able to feel and to
strive for its own goals and purposes ...

BUT IN THE REAL WORLD,
MECHANICAL AUTOMATA ARE
STILL a FAR CRY FROM
ANY KIND OF CONSCIOUSNESS

i WAS PRETTY
COOL, THOUGH!
wASN’T i?
qUACK!

wHAT ARE THE RELEVANT FEATURES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS?
i SUGGEST A SET OF
CORE PROPERTIES,
IN ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE
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THESE FEATURES HAVE A VERY LONG
STORY, they have been painsteakingly
singled out and analyzed. Yet, We are still
trying hard to understand them!!
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if we compare
biological brains
with machines
there is no
magic threshold

a transistor looks
as far from
consciousness
as it may be

so a neuron and
its synapses do
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bits don’t have
any subjective
feelings

neither neural
firings do

I represent
the world

am

progr

a printed circuit
board appears
to be cold

but neural circuits
are no better

I represent
the world,
too!

CPU

Even the
traditional Searle’s argument against intentionality
and semantics in machines may equally well be applied to
biological brains that, as far as we know and pace searle,
don’t show any intrinsic biological intentionality! No semantics inside!

the inescapable conclusion is that
any a priori argument against machine
consciousness is also an argument
against consciousness in human
beings since brains are
biological machines!
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*Warning: on some model it may
produce undesiderd behaviours

perhaps consciousness may boost robots’ skills and
capacities in some totally new directions that may provide
some competitive advantage as to everyday life!

MC BASE
Autonomy
integration
adaptability

MC PRO
qualia
intentionality
Free will*

if we could
sell conscious
machines what would they
offer that AI cannot?
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as it is a
fact that natural
selection
favoured conscious
agents. We had a spectacular
success on an evolutionary
time-scale. Was it due to
our conscious mind? likely, it
was. if consciousness has a
cost, why did natural
selection buy it?
it must provide some
advantage.

co

it’s a fact that we feel
positive and negative
sensations.
we are conscious ...
no doubt abou it

I WANT TO BE
CONSCIOUS!!!

WEAK MACHINE
CONSCIOUSNESS
building a machine
that behaves
as if it would
feel something
STRONG MACHINE
CONSCIOUSNESS
building a machine
that feels something
roughly,
the two sets of
specs correspond
to two different
approaches to machine
consciousness:
strong and weak
machine consciousness
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Make your
choice!
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IF i WOULD
REALLY WANT FULL
CONSCIOUSNESS
WHAT WOULD BE THE
CRUCIAL FACTOR?
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On which
card will you put
your bet?

many researchers have taken
the body very seriously and
they take embodiment to be a
necessary element

Other scholars are building
infant robots so to study development and growth

Let’s
consider
the body,
first!

However, although different bodies
will lead to different experiences,
why there should be anything like
consciousness? morphology and embodiment do not provide a solution

FOR THIS REASON, MANY SCIENTISTS
LOOKED FOR COGNITIVE STRUCTURES THAT
WERE INVOLVED IN OUR CONSCIOUS MIND
Planning
Goals
Sensors

Memory

Global
Workspace

Motor
control
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embodiment
doesn’t fill the
list ... what then?
may
consciousness
be the result
of some
totally
unexpected

the relation between consciousness and
embodiment is unclear to the extent that
someone even argued that neither language nor sensor stimulation nor motor
control is necessary for consciousness

no
language

no sensor
stimulation

This is the radical
hypothesis of information integration (phi).
consciousness would
emerge out of this
quantity in the brain.

emergent
property
concocted
by the
internal
activity of
the brain?
isn’t this
a coming
back of
dualism?

intentionality and
qualia seems to
resist to our better
efforts. what makes
our feelings
possible?

no motor
control

Should taste
like
consciousness

to me it
tastes still like
information
though!

and then there is the dreadful issue of
reportability. how could I know whether
does a machine feels something?

Do you
feel
anything?
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the core
of consciousness
may be our capacity to
create and pursue new
motivations and
goals!
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consciousness could be the result of
some general structural principle of
cognition that may
link together the
higher level of
reasoning and
logic planning
with the low
level wealth
of sensori and
motor data. in Reason
fact, Haugeland suggested that
consciousness may be
related
with some
sort of
cognitive
Consciousness
middle
ground
that
may
stem
out
of
the
Sensori motor
way
we

control

Consciousness

what

how

capacity to create new
goals and to pursue them

are built to deal with everyday needs.
Such cognitive middle ground could
endorse goals and motivations.
consciousness may come at a price then.
the price of being free and thus being
liable of unwanted behaviors!

act!

having intentions and being
conscious may be the expression
of the same cognitive structure
further, a conscious machine
may suffer anguish and pains,
exactly like us!

yet, even with its risks,
machine consciousness remains
a most fascinating discipline and
we may only wonder to
what it will lead us to!

